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Abstract 
The aim of this thesis is to discuss how to express a matrix (or a linear transfor-
mation) as the sum of t,'.'O invertible matrices (or invertible linear transformations) 
with some constraints. The work for this thesis is l\vo-fold. Firstly, it is proved that 
if R is a scmilocal ring or an exchange ring with primitive factors Artinian then R 
I;!;l.til;fies thc Goodcarl-Mcnal condition if and only if 110 homomorphic image of R is 
isomorphic to either ~ or Z3 or M2(~)' These results correct tl'.'O existing results 
in the literature. Secondly, for the ring R of linear transformations of a right vector 
space over a division ring D, two results are proved in this thesis: (1) If IDI > 3, 
then for any (J E R there exists a unit II of R such that both a + II and a - ll - l are 
units of R; (2) If IDI > 2, then for any a E R thcre exists a unit u of R such that 
both a - u and a - u- 1 are units of n. Result (1) extends a result of H. Chen 17J that 
the ring of linear transformations of a countably gcnerated right vector space over a 
division ring D with IDI > 3 satisfies the condition that for any a E R, there exists 
u E VCR) such that a + u and a - u - I E VCR). And result (2) aIlS\Vers a question 
raised by H. Chen [7] whether the ring of linear transformations of a countably gen-
erated right vector space over a division ring D with IDI > 2 satisfies the condition 
that for any a E n, there exists u E VCR) such that a - 11 and a - u- l E VCR). 
Connections of these conditions with some well-known conditions in ring theory are 
alsodiscus..,cd 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Throughout the thesis, R denotes an associative fillg with identity, U(R) denotes 
the group of units of n, JeR) denotes the Jacobson radical of R. z., denotes the ring 
of integers modulo nand Mn(R) denotes the n x n matrix ring over R. We write 
[ <I R to mean that I is an ideal of R 
[n 1954, Zelinsky [26] proved that every element in the ring of linear transform$-
tialls of a right vector space VD over a division ring D is the sum of tllo'O units unless 
D 2!! ~ and the dimension of VD is one. Also, in 1998, Nicholson and Varadara-
jan [19J proved that every linear transformation over a countable-dimensional vector 
space is the ~um of an idempotent and an automorphism. In addition, in 2010, H. 
Chen [7J proved that the ring R of linear transformations of a oountably generated 
right vector space over a division ring D with IDI > 3 satisfies the condition that for 
any a E R, there exists u E UCR) such that a + u and a - 1,- 1 E U(R). H. Chen 
171 also raised the question whether the ring of linear transformations of a conntably 
generated right vector space over a division ring D with ID I > 2 sat isfies the condition 
that for any a E R, there exists U E VCR) such that a - u and fl - u- 1 E VCR). 
These are the motivation for us to discuss the decompositions of matrices and linear 
transformations in this thesis. 
A ring R is said to satisfy unit I-stable range if whenever aR+bR = R, there exists 
u E VCR) such that a+1ro E VCR). In 1984, Menal and Moncasi [16] proved that if R 
satisfies unit I-stable range, then KI(R) = U(R)/V(R), where VCR) is the subgroup 
of VCR) generated by {(ub + I)(ba + 1)-1 : ab + 1 E U(R)}. Here KI(R) denotes the 
K1-groupof R, which is an important topic in homologicaialgebra, topology, algebraic 
geometry and etc. Notice that for a ring R, KI(R) = GL(R) j[GL(R),GL(R)], where 
GL(R) is the direct limit of GLn(R), the group of invertible matrices in Mn(R), and 
[GL(R), GL(R)] is the commutator subgroup of GL(R). 
Later in 1988, GOO<!earl and Menal [9] showed that the unit I-stable range is 
always satisfied by a ring R with the condition that for any x, y E R, there exists a 
unit u of R such that both x - u a.nd y - u- 1 are units of R. The latter condition 
was called the Coodearl-Menal condition by H.ehen [5] in 2001. Coodearland Menal 
!91 also provided many clll.liSC!i of rings which Sfltisfiy the Goooearl-Menal condition. 
Here we recall some conccpts in ring theory used in this thesis. A ring is called simple 
if it is a non-zero ring that has no (two-sided) ideal besides the zero idea.l and itself. 
A ring R is semilocal if R/J(R) is scmisimple Artinian. The notion of an exchange 
ring was introdllccrl hy Warfield [241 via the exchange property of modules. Here v.-e 
use an equivalent condition of an exchange ring obtained independently by Goodearl 
[10] and Nicholson [18]: a ring R is an exchange ring if and only if for each a E R 
there exists e2 = e E R such that e E aR and 1 - e E (1 - a)R. And an exchange 
ring with primiti\·e factors Artinian is an exchange ring whose primitive factors a.re 
Artinian. A ring R is called right self-injective if every R-hoilloillorphism from a. right 
ideal of R into R can be extended to an R-hoillomorphism from R to R. A ring R is 
called strongly 1r-regular if the descending chain aR;2 a2 R 2 a3 R 2 is stable for 
all a E R. 
As mentioned before, a ring R is said to satisfy the Coodearl-Menal condition if 
for any x, y E R, there exists a unit u of R such that both x - u and y_u- 1 are units of 
R. For brevity, we will use the term Gr.,i-condition for the Coodearl-/'o.·lenal conditioll. 
The class of ring satisfying the GM-condition is closed under direct products and 
homomorphic images. Besides the G~I-cond i tioll \\"e are concerned with the following 
two conditions on R: 
Condition (P). A ring R is said to satisfy (P) if for ally a E R, there exists u E 
U(R) sucll that a + u, a - 1/-1 E U(R). 
Condition (Q) . A ring R is said to satisfy (Q) if for any a E R, there exists u E 
U(R) such that a - u, a - u- I E U(R) . 
In this thesis, \\"e mainly concern about rings with the GM-condition and the ring 
of linear transformations with Conditions (P) and (Q). It is proved that if R is a 
semilocal ring or an exchange ring with primitive factors Artinian, then R satisfies 
the G/'o.-J-condition if and only if no homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to either 
~ or Z3 or M2(~)' As a consequence, it is proved that, if R is a ring such that 
RjJ(R) is right self-injective strongly If-regular, then R satisfies the Gl'o.I-conditioll if 
and only if no homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to either ~ or Z3 or M1(~)' 
These results correct two existing results (sec [6 , Theorem 3.41 and [6, Theorem 4.1]) , 
and disprove a claim in [61 (sec [6, p.753]) and a claim in [71 (sec [7, p.432]). 
The incorrect statement that a scmilocal ring R :satisfies the OM-condition if 
and only if no homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to either 2q or Zl has bccn 
implicitly used in making/proving several claims about rings with related conditions 
(see 16, p.753], [7, Proposition 9], [7, p.6]), so the argument's validity needs to be 
established. And this is done here 
Let R be the ring of linear transform ations of a right vector space over a division 
ring D. We proved that if IDI > 3, then R satisfies (P); If IDI > 2, then R satisfies 
(Q). Connections of these conditions with some well-known conditions in Ting theory 
are briefly discussed 
Chapter 2 
Rings with the Goodearl-Menal 
condition 
First let us rccall a fillg R satisfies the GM-condition if for any X,y E n, there 
exists a unit u of R such thnt both x - u and y - u - i are units of R 
The unit I-stablc range condition has been discussed by several authors. For 
example, Mella! and Mancasi [8j proved that if R satisfies unit I-stable range, then 
i{l(R) = U(R)jV(R), where VCR) is the subgroup of U(R) generated by {tab + 
l)(ba + 1) - 1 : ab + I E U(R)}. Later Goodearl and Menal [9] proved that if a ring: 
R satisfies the GM-wnditioll thell it satisfies ullit I-stable range. 'They also provided 
many classes of rings satisfying the OM-condition. In this chapter, we prove that if R 
is a semilocal ring, then R satisfies the Gt-I-condition if and only if no homomorphic 
image of R is isomorphic to either Zz or Za or M2(Zz). As consequences, I',e also 
prove that, for an exchange ring R with primitive factors Artinian or a ring R such 
that R/J(R) is right self-injective strongly Jr-regular, R satisfies the GM-condition if 
and only if 110 homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to either ~ or Z3 or M2(~ )' 
Applieatiollsof thcse results are discussed. 
2.1 Semilocal rings 
We bcgin with the following example. 
Exam ple 2.1.1 Tile ring MAL.!) does not satisfy the GM-condition. 
P~f W,h."U(M,(Z,)) ~ 1(: :), (: :) , (: :), (: :) , (: :), (: :)} 
itiseasytocheckthat,forA= (~ :) andB = (: :) , theredoesnotexistll.llnit 
U of Mz(L.!) such that A - U, B - U~l are units of M2(~ )' 0 
It is clear that Mz(L.!) is scmiloca.l. Also since it is simple, no homomorphic image 
of Mz(L.!) is isomorphic to either L.! or Z3' Thus M2(L.!) is a counter-example to 
H.Chcn's rcsult [6) that a semilocal ring R satisfies the GM-condition if and only if 
no homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to either ~ or Z3, and this raises thc 
question of which semiloeal rings satisfy the GM-conditioll The main result in this 
chapter is thc following 
Theorcm 2.1. 2 Let R be a semuQCl)1 ring. The following are equivalent: 
1. R satisfies the Cr-.-I-condition 
2 No homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to either L.! or Zl or Mz(L.! ) 
Thc proof of the theorem relies 011 the following theorem and three lcmmas. 
Theorem 2.1.3 IfMn(R) and Mm (R} /Iotll sati!Jfll the GM-wndition, then Mn+m(R) 
satisfies Ihe GM-condition. 
Proof. Let A, B E Mn+m(R) Write 
B21 are mX1I matrices. By our assumption, there exists a unit VI in Mn(R) such that 
X:= All - VII Y:= Bli - VII arc units of Mn( R). Now A22 - A21X - lAI2, B 22 -
B2l y -l Bn are matrices ill M.,,(R). By assumption, there exists a unit V2 of Mm (R) 
such that 
yl: = (Bn - B21 y- l B12 ) - ViI 
(U' 0) are units of Mlm(R). Then, U:= is a unit of Mn+m(R) such that 
° U, 
A - U~ (x 
A" 
A" ) ([ 0) (x A,,) 
A21 X-l A12 + X' = A21 X - l I 0 X' ' 
B-U-' ~ (Y 
Boo 
B" ) ( [ 
B2I y - lB12 + Y' = B21 y - 1 
0) (Y B") 
I 0 Y' 
are units of M" ... m(R). This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.1.4 If D is a division ring with IDI ;::.: 4, tlim Mn(D) S(lti.~fies tile GM-
condition for all n ~ 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1.3, it suffices to show that D satisfie;; the G~·I-condition. Let 
x, y E D. If x = 0, choose 0 of- u E D such that u- t '" y aHd then we have that 
x - u of- 0 and y - u- t '" O. If y = 0 choose 0 '" u E D such that u of- x and then 
we have x - u '" 0 and y - u- t '" O. If x '" 0 and y '" 0, choose 0 '" u E D such 
that u '" x and u '" y-t, aHd .... 'e have x - uof- 0 and y_u- t '" O. So D satisfies the 
eM-condition. 
Next we show that M.,(Z3) (n 2: 2) and Mn(lq) (n 2: 3) satisfy the eM-condition. 
The idea in proving Lemma 2.1.4 does not apply to these cases, because nOlle oflq, 
Z3 and M2(lq) satisfies the GM-condition The long verifications of the next two 
examples are given in the Appendix. 
Example 2.1.5 1\lldZ3) and ~(Z3) satisfy the GM-condition. 
Example 2.1.6 M3(lq), ~(lq) and ~(Z-.J) satisfy tile GM-conditi(m. 
Theorem 2.1.3 can be used to show that M.,{Z3) (n 2: 2) and M.,(Z-.J) (n 2: 3) 
satisfy the GM-condition ba.serl on Examples 2.1.5 and 2. \.6 
Lemma 2.1. 7 M,,{Z3) $alisfies the GM-amditioll Jor all n 2: 2. 
Proof. For any n 2: 2, n = 28 or n = 3s or n = 2s + 3, where $ is a positive integer 
It follows from Example 2.1.5 and Theorem 2.1.3 that M,.,(~) satisfies the eM-
condition. o 
Lemma 2.1.8 M .. (lq) satisfies the GM-condition Jor all n 2: 3. 
Proof. For any 11 2: 3, n = 3s or n = 4s or n = 5s or n = 3s+4 or 38+5, where s 
is a positive integer. It follows from Example 2.1.6 and Theorem 2.1.3 that M .. (lq) 
sati~fies the GM-condition. o 
We are ready to prove Theorem 2.1.2. 
Proof of Tlleorem 2.1.2 
Suppose that R sat.j,ifies the GII-·1-condition. If S is a nonzero homomorphic image of 
n, then S sati~fies the Gil-I-condition. Because none of Zz, Z3 and M2(Z-z) satisfies 
the GII- l-conditioll, S is not isomorphic to either of Z-z , Z3 and M2(Zz). 
Conversely, suppose that no homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to Zz or ZJ 
or M2(Zz ). Notice that R satisfies the GM-condit ion if and only if Rj J(R) sa.ti~fics 
the GII- l-condition. So ""'C may assume that J(R) = O. Sillce R is semilocal, R = 
M"l(DI) ffi ·· ·ffiM" .(D,) , where s 2: 1, n, 2: I and Di is a division ring fori = 1, ... ,s 
By our assumption, no homomorphic image of M"l (Dd is isomorphic to Z-z or Z3 or 
M2 (Zz). Thus, either nl = I with ID11 > 3, or "1 = 2 with ID11 > 2, or n1 2: 3. 
Hellce, by Lemmas 2.1.4, 2.1.7 and 2.1.8, M",(DI) satisfies the GM-condition. It is 
similar to show that M,, ;(Di) satisfies the GM-condition for j = 2, .. ,s Hence n 
satisfies the G:vl-condition 
2.2 Exchange rings with primitive factors Artinian 
Theorem 2.2.1 Let R be an excliange ring witli pr"imitive factors Arlillian The 
jo/lowillg arc equivaierlt: 
1. R satisfies the GM-condition 
2. No homomorphic image of R is iS01llU1pliic to either Z-z or Z3 or M2 (Z-.!)· 
Proof. As seen ill the proof of Theorem 2.1.2, (1) implies (2) for any arbitrary ring. 
Now suppose that (2) holds. Assume on the contrary that R does not satisfy the 
C~",-collditioll. Then there exist x,y E R such that, for each U E VCR) , either 
x - u rf. VCR) or y - u- ! rf. VCR). For an ideal I of Rand r E R, we write 7l = RII 
andf=r+IER. Thus, 
:F = {I <l R: x - u \l VCR) or Ii - u-! \l V(R) "iii E VCR)} 
is not empty. It is easily seen that :F is an inductive set, so by Zorn's Lemma:F has 
a maximal eieme!lt, say I. Because every unit of (RI!)/J(R/!) is Jifted to a ullit 
of RII, the maximality of 1 implies that J(RI!) = o. We Ilext show that R/ I is 
indecomposable. In fact, if R/I is decomposable, then there exist ideals lit 12 of R 
such that I £: Ii £: R (i = 1,2) and 
By the maximaJity of I, there exists a unit v+ I! in U(R/I!) with inverse v' +I! and 
a unit w + 12 in V(RI12) with inverse w' + 12 such that (x + Id - (v + It) , (y + Id -
(v' + IJ) E V(R/ld and (x + 12 ) - (w + 12 ), (y + 12 ) - (w' + 12) E U(R/I2). Thus, 
R/Il <II RI h This shows that there exists a unit u + 1 in R/ I with inverse u' + I such 
that (x+ l) - (u+ l) and (y+l) - (u' + I) are units of R/l. This contradiction shows 
that R/ I is indecomposable. Thus RI I is a semiprimitive, indecomposable exchange 
ring with primitive factors Artiniall. Now by Menal [4, Lemma lj, R/ I is a simple 
Artillian ring. Because R/I does not satisfy the OM-condition, by Theorem 2.1.2 
R/l = ~ or RI 1 = Z3 or R/I = M2(~). This contradicts (2). 
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Everyone-sided perfect ring (in particular, one-sided Artiniatl ring) is strongly 
tr-regular. A von Neumann regular ring in which every idempotent is central is called 
a strongly regular ring. 
Corollary 2.2 .2 Let R be a ring such that H/J(R) is "ght selri'ljective strongly 
1!"-regular. The following are equivalent· 
1. R sahs/ics the GM-condltlOn. 
2. No homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to either Z:! or Z3 or M1(Z:!) 
Proof. The implication (1) =;. (2) is clear. To show the implication (2) =;. (1), we Catl 
assume that J(R) = o. Then by [121, R is a finite direct product of matrix rings over 
strongly regular rings. Thus, one can easily show that every primitive image of R is 
Artinian. Hence (I) holds by Theorem 2.2.1. 
2.3 Some consequences 
Recall that a ring R sati;;fics (P) if for each a E R there exists U E VCR) such 
that a + u, a - u- I E VCR), and a ring R satisfies (Q) if for each a E R there exists 
u E VCR) such that a - U,Il- u- I E U(R). These conditions have been discussed in 
[71. It is cleM that Z-z does not satisfy (Q) atld that neither Z:! nor Z3 satisfy (P). 
Moreover, the GM-condition implies both (P ) atld (Q), and the classes of rings which 
satisfy (P) and (Q) are closed under direct products and homomorphic images. In [7, 
Proposition 91, the author gave a proof of the claim that a scmilocal ring satisfies (P) 
iff no homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to Z-z or Zs, and at the end of the article, 
made the claim that a scmilocal ring R satisfies (Q) iff R satisfies unit I-stable range 
11 
The claim and it.s proof are implicitly involvoo with the use of the incorrect statement 
that. a scmilocal ring R satisfies the GM-condition iff no homomorphic image of R 
is isomorphic to Z:! or Z3 (see the last paragraph of [7]), so their validity need be 
darificd. 
Proposition 2.3.1 Let R lie a semi local ring The following are equilia/ent: 
/. Rsatisfies(P). 
2. l+u,l - u E VCR) fU1" some U E VCR) 
3. No homomorphic image of R is isotn01phic to Z:! or Z3· 
Proof. (1) ~ (2). By (1), there exists 11 E U(R) such that 1 + U , 1 - u- I E VCR). It 
follo\\'8 that 1 + u, 1 - u E U(R). 
(2) ~ (3). If (2) holds for R then (2) holds for any nonzero homomorphic image 
of H. But neither Z:! nor Z:l satisfy (2). So no homomorphic image of R is isomorphic 
to Z:! or Z3 
(3) ~ (1). Noting t.hat R satisfies (P) iff RjJ(H) satisfies (P) , we may assume 
that J(R) = o. Thus, R = MI",(Dll $ $ M".(D. ), where s 2: 1, n. 2: 1 and 
D, is a division ring for i ~ 1, .. , s. By (3), no homomorphic image of M.., (D)) is 
isomorphic to Z:! or Z3. Thus, either nl ~ 1 with IDj [ > 3, or 1112: 2. 
If IDl l > 3 or 1112: 3, t hen Mn,(D1) satisfies the G!>.-I-colldition by TlwOfClll 2.1.2, 
so it sa.tisfies (P). Moreover, Mb(Z3) sa.tisfies the GM-oonditioll by Theorem 2.1.2, 
SQ it satisfies (P). Lastly, M2(~) satisfies (P) by [7, Example 8]. This shows that 
MI",(Dd satisfies (P). It is similar t.o show that MI",CDi ) satisfies (P) fori ~ 2, .. ,s. 
HCllceRsatisfics (P). 
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Pro position 2.3 .2 Let R Ix (l semilorol ring. The fol/owing are equivalent: 
1. Rsuti:>jies(Q) 
2. No homomOf'Phic image of R is isomorphic to 'LJ. 
3. '~satisfies unit i-stable mnge. 
4. Every element of R is the sum of two tmit9 
Proof. (i) =? (4) =? (2). These are cJear. 
(2) =? (1). Because R sa.tisfies (Q) iff R/J{R) satisfies (Q), we may assume that 
J(R) = O. Thus, R = M", (Dd m .. Ell M,..(D,), where s ;?: 1, 11, "2: 1 and D, is a 
division ring for i = 1, .. , s. By (2), no homomorphic image of M .. , (D l ) is isomorphic 
to "LJ. T hus, either III = 1 with IDII > 2, or 111 "2: 2. 
It is clear that Z3 satisfies (Q). By T heorem 2.1.2 , every division ring D with 
IDI > 3 satisfies the Gtll-condition, and hence satisfies (Q). Thus, M .. ,(DI) satisfies 
(Q) if III = 1 and IDI I > 2. If IDd "2: 3 and nl "2: 2, then M",(D l ) satisfies the 
GM-eondition by Theorem 2.1.2, and hence satisfies (Q). Finally for any 71 "2: 2, 
Proposition 2.3.1 shows that M .. ("LJ) satisfies (P) and hence satisfies (Q) because 
2 = 0 in M,.(Zz). Therefore, M,.,( Dd satisfies (Q). It is similar to show that 
M .. ,( D i ) satisfies (Q) for i = 2, . .. ,s. Hence Rsatisfies (Q). 
(2) ~ (3). This was proved by Wu [25, Corollary 41. Since Wu's article is pub-
lished in Chinese, we include a proof for the readers convenience. Notice that R 
13 
~ati~fics unit I-stable range iff RIJ(R) satisfies unit I-stable range and the class of 
rings satisfying unit J-stable range is closed under direct products a.nd direct sum-
mands 
Suppose (2) holds. To show (3), we can assume that J(R) := O. Tims, R := 
M",(D1)ffi·· ·ffiM",(D.), where s;?: I, 11j;?: I and Di is a division ring for i = 1, .. . , s 
8y (2), no homomorphic image of Mn,(D1) is isomorphic to Z2. Thus, either n, = I 
with IDd > 2, or 'II;?: 2. Since the G/I.'I-condition implies unit I-stable range, by 
Theorem 2.1.1 to see that M",(D,) satisfir:s unit I-stable range we only need t.o show 
that Z3 and M2(L.!) satisfy unit I-~tablc range. 8\lt it can easily be verified that 
Z3 and M2(L.!) satisfy unit I-stable range. So Mn, (Dd satisfies unit I-stable range. 
Similarly, M",(D;) satisfies uuit I-stable range for i:= 2, .. ,so Hence R satisfies unit 
I-stable range 
Suppose that (2) does not hold. Theil RII :2!: Z:2 for all ideal I of R. Hence 
I ;2 J(R) and so Z:2 is a homomorphic image RI J(R). Since R is semilocal, it follows 
that Z:2 is isomorphic to a direct summand of the ring RIJ(R). Sillce L.! does not 
satisfy unit I-stable range, we deduce that RIJ(R) does not satisfy unit I-stable 
range, and hellce R does not satisfy unit I-sta.ble range. 
Arguing as in proving Theorem 2.2.1, one can show the following 
T heorem 2. 3.3 Let R be an exchange ring with primitive Jactors Artiniall. 
1. The Jollowing are equivalent· 
(a) Rsalisfies(P). 
(b) 1 + ti, 1 - U E U(R) Jor some u E U(R). 
14 
(c) No homomO'7Jhic image of R is isomorphic to either Zz or Z3· 
2. The following are equivalent: 
(a) R satisfies{Q) 
(b) No homomo'7Jliic image of R is isomorphic to Zz · 
(c) Rsatisfies unit I-stable muge. 
(d) Every element of R is Ihe sum of two units 
15 
Chapter 3 
The ring of linear transformations 
Recall that a ring R satisfies Condition (P) if for any a E n, there exists u E 
VCR) such that a + u, (I - u- I E VCR), and a ring R satisfies Condition (Q) if for 
any a E R, there exists u E VCR) such tha.t a - \l,a - u - I E U(R). 
/l.1any authors have discussed the decomposition of linear traIlsformations. For 
example, Zelinsky [261 provc<l that every linear transformation of a right vector space 
over a division ring D is a sum of two automorpliisms unless D = Z:! and dim (V) = 
1. Nicholson and Varadarajan [191 proved that every lincar transformation over a 
countably generated vector space is the SUIll of an idempotent and an automorphism 
Also Chen [7] proved that the ring of linear transformations of a countably generated 
right vector space over IL division ring D with IDI > 3 satisfies (Pl. Chen [7] also 
raised the question whether the ring of linear tfl!.nsformations of a cOllutahl), generated 
right vector space over a division ring D with IDI > 2 satisfies (Q). In this chapter, 
extending Chen's work, we prove that the ring of linear transformations of a right 
vcctor space over a division ring D with IDI > 3 satisfies (P) and we anwser Chen's 
16 
question by showing that the ring of linear transformations of a right vector space 
over a division ring D with IDI > 2 sntisfies (Q). 
3. 1 Condit ion (P ) 
The following theorem is an improvement of the main rcsult of (7, Theorem 51 
that the ring of linear trallsformatiolls of a countably generated right vector space 
o\'er a division ring D with IDI > 3 satisfies (P). 
Theore m 3 .1 .1 Let End(VD) be the ring 01 linear tnwslOrTlla/ions 01 a right vector 
space V over a division ring D. II IDI > 3, then End(VD) satisfies (Pl· 
To prove this theorem, the following lemma is needed. 
For a countably infinite dimensional right vector space VD , a linear transformation 
I E End{VD) is called a shilt operntor if there exists a basis {Vb t'2, .. , vn, ... } of V 
such that I(v;) "" Vi+1 for all i. 
Le mma 3.1.2 [7} Let V be (l cO!.mtably infinite dimensional right vector space over 
a divisiQ11 ring D and I E End(Vv) be a shilt operator. Then /JICl"e cxists g E 
U(End(Vo)) s\J.ch that I + 9,1 - g-I E U{End{Vo))· 
Proof. By fixing a ba:si1! of Vo , we can identify I with a matrix 
A = 
x 0 0 
Y X 0 
o Y X 
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x 0 0 
o x 0 
Let B = 
o 0 x 
and C = 
000 
y 0 0 
o Y 0 
ThenB2 =(/l=Oand 
A = B+C. T hus, l+B is invertible with inverse I-B. We see that A+(I-B) = I+C 
and A - (1- B) - 1 = A - (1 + B) = C -1 arc invertible. 
P roof of T heorem 3.1.1. Let f E End(VD)' Let S be the set of all ordered pairs 
(W,g), where W is an f -invariant subspace of V and g,IIIII + g,fllll - 9_1 are Iluits 
of End(WD) (where JIll' is restriction of I to W). Clearly, «0), l} E S. 
Define a partial ordering 011 S by setting (W',g') ~ (W,g) whenever both are in 
s, W' ~ Wand g' = gill" 
Suppose that {(W",g,,) (l' E A} is a totally ordered subset of S. We ddille 
9 E End«UW,,)D) by setting g(x) := g,,{x) (0 E A, x E W,,), and it is easy to see that 
(UW",g) E Sand (W",y,,)::; (U iV",g) for all 0 E A. It follows from Zorn's Lemma 
that there exists a maximal element (U, h) in S; we prove this theorem by showing 
that V = V. We assume that V iV, and show that this leads to a contradiction. 
Lcl us fix x E V \V. Let Vo := V + K where K is the subspace of V spanned 
by {x,f(x),f2(X), .. . }, and write Vo = V ffi N where N is a nonzero subspace of Yo· 
Since V is I-invariant, there is a linear transformation f: Yo/V -> Yo/V given by 
f(v) = f(v} (for v E Vol. Let 11" : Vo --. N be the projection on N along V. There is 
a natural isomorphism <.p: Yo/V --> N such that <.p(v) = 1I"{v) (for v E Yo). Thus 0::= 
<.pf<.p- ) E End(ND), and so O<.p = <.pf. Since Vo/U is spanned by (f,[(f),P(f), ... }, 
N is spanned by {<.p(f),<.p(f(f)),<.p{P(f)), ... } := {<.p(x),O';?(f),02';?(f), ... }. T hus, 
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either (J E End(No) is a shift operator or ND i~ finite dimensionaL So, by Lemma 
3.1.2 ami Proposition 2.3.1 , there exists 0 E U(End(NDll such that (J+o and (J-O-I 
are all units of End(ND ). Let 9 : Vo --+ Vo be gi\'cn by g(u + v) = h(u) + o{v) 
(u E U, v EN). Then 9 is a unit of End({Vo)D)' We next show that f + 9 and f - 9- 1 
are units of End({Vo)D)' 
For uE U and v E N, we have 
(.J (f + g)(u+v) = (f + h)(u) + [f (v) + o(v)l· 
Applying 7f to both sides of (. ) gives 
7f{f + g)(u+ v) = rrf(v) + o(v) = rpf(v) + o(v) = rpf(v) + o(v) 
= g\O(v) + o(v) = g1l"(v) + (f( v) = (J(v) + a(v) 
= (O+a)(v). 
If (f + g)(u + v) = 0, then (8+ o)(v) = 0 and so v = O. It follows from (.) that 
(f + h)(1I) = 0, and hence u = O. Thus, f + g: Vo --+ Vo is one-ta-one. 
Clearly, U ~ Im(j +9). For ally wEN, there exists v E N such that (8+o)(v) = 
w. Thus, w = (8 + a)(v ) = 1l"(j + g)(u + v) E Im{f + g} (as U ~ Im(j + g)). So 
f - g: Vo --+ Vo is onto. Hence f + 9 is a unit of End«Vo)o) 
It is similar to show that f - 9- 1 is a unit of End({VolD). 
Thus, (VO, 9) E Sand (U, It) :::; {VO, g} , contradicting the llltLXimaiity of (U, Ii). So 
u = V and the proof is complete 
There remains a question to be considered: 
Question 3.1.3 Let D = L.! Of D = Z3 and let Vo be a right vector space of infinite 
dimensioll. Dose End(VD) satisfy (PJ? 
3.2 Condition (Q) 
In Chapter 2, we proved that, for a scmilocru ring R, R satisfies the GM-condition 
if and only if no homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to ~ or Z:J or M2(lq). Also, 
R satisfies (P) if and only if no homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to lq or Z:J. 
In additioll, R satisfies (Q) if and only if R satisfies unit I-stable range if and only if 
no homomorphic image of R is isomorphic to Z:J, Clearly, under the condition of a 
scmilocal ring, the GM-condition implies Condition (Pl, and Condition (P) implies 
Condition (Q) and unit I-stable range. It is easy to verify that the ring Z3 satisfies 
(Q), but not (Pl. But it is unknown whether (P) implies (Q). We first give a 
~llfficicnt condition for (P) to imply (Q). A ring R is called right continuoU-.'l if every 
right ideal is essential in a direct summand of RR a nd every right ideal isomorphic to 
a direct summand of Rn is itself a direct summand. 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let R/J(R) be a right continuous ring. If R satisfies (P), then it 
satisfies (Q). 
Proof Because every unit of R/J(R) can be lifted to a ulJit of R, R satisfies {P} 
(resp. (Q» if and only if R/J(R) satisfies (P) (resp. (Q)). T hus, we CB-n8SSUllle that 
R is seilliprilllitive, right continuous. By Utumi [21], R is von Neumann regular; so 2 
is a regular clement of R. By [27, Lemma 71, R = SxT where 2 isa unit of Sand 2 is 
a nilpotent element of T. Thus 2 E J(T) ~ J(R). Since J(R) = 0, 2 = 0 in T. Since 
R satisfies (P), T satisfies (P). This, together with the fact that 2 = 0 in T, implies 
that T sati8fiCti (Q). It remains to show that S sati8fiCti (Q). Because R is right 
continuous, S is right continuous. So every clement of S is t hc sum of an idempotcnt 
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and a unit by [2, Theorem 3.9], and 2 E U(S). Thus, by [3, Theorem ll], for any 
a E S, a ~ «+V where u E U(S) and v 2 ~ 1. This shows (I - V ~ (1 _ 1'-1 = u E V(S). 
So S satisfies (Q). Hence R = S x T satisfies (Q) 
As a consequence of Theorcm 3.2.1, thc following theorcm is an affirmative answer 
to Chen's question [7, p.6j whether the ring of linear transformations of a countably 
generated right vector spa.ce over a division ring of more than two elements 6ati8fics 
(Q). 
Theore m 3.2.2 Let End(Vo) be the ring of linear trunsfonn(l/iollS of a l'ight vector 
space V over a division ring D. If IDI > 2, tlim End(VD) satisfies (Q). 
Proof. Let R ~ End(Vo). It is well-known that R is a right self-injective, 
Neumann regular ring. So R/J(R) = R is right continuous. If IDI > 3, then R 
satisfies (P) by T heorem 3.1.1 , so R satisfies (Q) by Theorem 3.2.1. Thus, we can 
assume that 101 = 3, i.e., D ;;;;;: Z3. Since R is right self- injective, every element of R 
is the SUIll of an idempotent and a unit by [2, Thoorem 3.9]. Since D ;><: Z3, 2 is a 
unit of R. Hence, by [3, Thoorem 11], for any a E R, (I ~ u+ v, where u E VCR) and 
v2 = 1. This 8ho\v8 a - v = a - V-I = u E VCR). Hence R satisfies (Q) 
We have been unable to anSI'.'Cf the following 
Question 3.2.3 Let D = ~ and let VD be a riglit Vectof space of illfinite dimCllSion 
Dose End(VD) satisfy (Q)? 
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Appendix A 
satisfy the GM-condition. The complete set of 11 x n matrix units is denoted by 
{E;j I:':; i,j :5 n}. For any i,j with I :S i,j :S n and any a E n, we let 
Pij = I -Ei;-Ejj+E,j+Eji and T;j(a) = l+aEij . Note that Pi~ = 1 = T;j(a)T;j(-a) 
in Mn{R). The transpose of a square matrix ring A is denoted by AT. An n x n 
companion matrix over R is a matrix ill Mn(R) of the form 
Let a,b E R. If there exists 1L E VCR) such that a-u,b-u- l E U(R), then we write 
a +-I b (or a ~ b to emphasize the ullit u). The next lemma is obvious. 
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Lemma A .J Let a,b E R, u,x,y E U(R), a7!d let (J be an automorphism or anti-
autum07phism 0/ R. Then: 
1. (j~bi/J(J(a)(t~)(J(b) 
The following well-known result is needed. 
~i:,:::::atoA,: ::~;,:":9:,,:::~t ;:,,~,fi;'~'(: ~ 2. :y::::: ~E 1~~.F~: 
companion matrix 0/ size ni, and, wilen necessary we can assume tJwt 1 :5 Til :5 n2 :5 
For a field F, the rank of allY A E M,,(F) is denoted by ra.nk(A). 
Re mark A.3 Let F be a field and let A E Mn(F) witll rank(A) = n. To show 
A .... 8 /or all 8 E Mn(F) it ~uffices to assume that A = I and B is an arbitrary 
rotionalcanonical/orm. 
Proof. Since rartk(A) = fI, there exist units X, Y in M,,(F} such that X AY = 1 By 
Lemma A.2, there exists a unit Z in Mn(F) such that Z(y- 1BX- 1)Z-I=B', where 
8' is the rat ional canonical form of y-18X- I. Then (ZX)A(YZ- l) = ZlZ- 1 = 1 
and (YZ - lt18(ZXtl = Z(y - 18X- 1)Z- 1 = B'. By Lellima A.l(2), we know that 
A .... 8 if and only if (ZX)A(YZ- 1) .... (yZ-l)-IB(ZX )- 1, that is 1 .... 8'. Hence, 
1 <-> C for every rational canonical forlll C in Mn(F) implies that A .... B for all 
B EM .. (F) o 
We show that M,,(Z 3) with n = 2, 3 satisfies the GM-COllditioll 
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Example AA M1(ZJ) satisfies the GM-condition. 
Proof. Let A , 8 E M2(Z:!). We need to show that A ..... B. This is certainly true if 
A = O. So we assume that A =I- o. Because A is equivalent to either (~ :) or I, by 
Lemma A.l(l) we can assume that A = (~ :) or A = I. 
Case 1: A = C :). INrite B := ( : :). Ifad -bc +a+d+l =I- 0, let 
U= (: :) and then A }:!.. B. Sov,emayassulILethatad-oc+a+d+l = O. If 
b =I- 0, let U = (: :) and then A }:!.. 8. So we can also assume b = O. If c =I- 0, 
let U = (: :) and then A}:!.. B. So Vie can also assume that c = O. If a =I- I, let 
U = G ~a) and thcn A }:!.. B. So we can further assume that a = 1. It follows 
thatd=2andsoB = C :). Butweseethat A }:!..B forU = (: :) 
ca"~":l ~,,:,~ ~h~: ~:~,7: A: (: ':) :":' ~h(: B :r:::, w:~: ~ ::';';:: 
B ~ (0 ,), choose U = ( , ') when a =1- 0 and chooseU = ( , ') when a:= 0, 
ObI -a 20 
and we see that A }:!.. 8. For B = (: :}ChooseU= (: :) when b-a + l =F O 
and choose U = ( : :) when b - a + 1 = 0, and we see that A }:!.. B. 0 
A ring R is said to satisfy the 2-sum property if every element of R is the sum of 
two uni ts 
Lemma A.5 Let AI , 8] E M n(R), and A = (:' :) , B = (~' :) E M n+m(R). 
If Al ...... BI iT! M .. (R) aNd Mm(R) satisfies the 2-sum property, thef< A .... B in 
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Proof. Write B = (B' 8,,). By hypothe;i~, there is a unit VI of MIn(R) such that 
B" Bn 
2-S1111l property, there is a unit U2 of Mm(R) such that Z:= (Bn -B21y- lB12) - Uil 
IS a Uni t of Mm R). Then U := IS a unit of M.._m R) such that . . ( (u, "). ( 
" u, 
A_U ~ (X ' ) ~ 
o -v. 
B _ U- ' ~ ( ' B") ~ (' ") (' B") 
n., B .. y - 1B,,+Z &'ll y - 1 I 0 Z 
are units of Mn+mCR). So A /:!. 8. 
Example A.6 ~(Z3) ~ati$fies the GM-wndition 
Proof. Let A, B E M3(Z3J. We need to show that A .... B. As done in Example A.4, (,. ") . (" ") wecaull.S5umethatA = 0 0 .... '1ths < 30rA=I. !fA = 0 0 wheres < 3, 
then A <-+ B by Lemma A.5 because M2(ZJ) satisfies the Gl\'I -condition (by Example 
A.4) and Z3 satisfies the 2-S11111 property. Hence we can assume A = I. By Lemma 
A.2 and Remark A.3, "''C can assume that B is one of the following matrices: 
(,"") ('"") ("'") B 1 = 0 0 8 2 = 001 , 8 3 = 001 ,wI>ereU,b,C eZ3 
o cO. eBb c 
Case 1: B = B1• If abc = 0, v.'C can assume that c = 0 by Lcmma. Al(l). Thcn 
Lemma A.5 shows that A ..... 8. So \\"e can assume that abc oF o. If one of a, b,c is 1, 
we CRn lI$ume that c = 1 By Example A.4, there exists a unit VI of M2(Z3) such 
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that 12 £\ (: :) ill M2(ZJ), and hence A !!.. B where V = (~' :). So we can 
la"h"~am,,h'ta = b =,= 2 Bat,"""A i'.B wh",U = G : ;) with 
Lemma A.7 Let A , B E M,(Z,) wilh A = (-:' 
Then A 2.. B lOT" some Uflit V o/~(~) 
.. , ') ('" o 0 andB== bo,
, , , 
(' , ') Proof Take V-I = 0 I bo. . Then A !!.. B holds. 
II>" "'" ('" Lemma A.S Let A , B E M3(~) with A = ElI and B = bo, 
,,, 
A 2.. B lor some unit U o/ M3(~)· 
,,, .,,) 
o bo • . Then 
"" , 
P~f. By Lemma A. 7, we '"u ",auoe that '(i~:,,, ~" :,,1)0"'" = 1 If b" = b" = 1, 
then T32(b:!1)P23BPnTdbI2) = T3~(1121)P23 bot I>,. 0 T~3(bI2) == 
1 01>" 
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('" , .,,) ('" , .,,) ('" , .,,) T32(b:zd lOb" T13(b12 ) = 1 0 ~. Tdb12 ) = lOb". So 
bo, boJ 0 0 "'. • 0 io, • • 
A _ T"((~'):~)BP"T"(b") h(Y,Le;m:)' A7. Bo' ,i"" T"(b")P"AP,,T,,(,,,,) = 
T2J{b 1Z ) 0 0 0 T32(bzd = 0 0 0 ::: A, we have A ..... B by Lemma A.l(2). 
000 000 
Hence we can assume that olle of b13 and b:Jl is 1 and the other is O. Because AT = A, 
A _ Bi!!A _ BT hy Le"",,,A.l(l). H"'''WithOO'(I:Of,g''':')'"ity, w,~"~o",, 
thatb13 = iandb:31 = O.Ifb1Z = 1,theuBT'l3(1) = bot 0 boo jsoA ..... BTn(l) 
o b" "'. 
by Lemma A.7. But, since Tn(I)A = A, .... -e iuwe A ..... B by Lemma A.l(2). Hence 
;~,(:~) fi(n::lY ~u:,)e t:t(b::, =, [':"')' = .. :~ :::~': ~OT"::':~~::::": 
o 0 b" 0 0 6" 
A.7. Bot, ,i"" P"AT,,(b,,) = (: : D T"(,,,,) = A, w, [,," A - B by L,mma 
A.l(2). T he proof is complete. 0 
Now we prove that M,,(~) with 3 :$ n :s: 5 satisfies the GM-condition. 
Example A.9 M3 (Z:z) satisfies the GM-condition 
Proof. Let A, B E MJ{Zz) . We need to show that A ..... B. This is clearly true if 
A = 0 or B = O. So we suppose A '" 0 and B i: O. 
Case 1: rank(A) = 1 or rank(B) = 1. Without loss of generality we assume 
rank(A) = 1. By Lemma A.1(2), we can fur ther assume A = Eu. If Bn be the lower 
right 2 )( 2 supmatrix of B, then by Lemma .60..2 there is a unit P of M2(Z:!) such 
thatPBnP-l= (: :) or PBnp-l = ( : :)Wherea,bEz:!.LetU=(~;) 
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, .. ,::; :·2.'·::(~:':n: :l::';~~: ,:n 2fU':~~:':U:: ~f ~'r:ty :)'. :U:: 
is the upper left 2 x 2 supmatrix of B, then by Lemma A.2 there is a unit P of 
Ml(~) such that PBIlP~1 = (: :) or PBnp-l = (: :) where a,b E Z:z. Let 
U = (: ~} Then A = UAU-I ILnd UBU-1 = (Plh:I'-' :} HCllce, by Lemma 
A.l(2), we can assume that either B = (: : ::) or B = (: I ::) 
i>31 ba. b., 11" ba> 
Subcase 1: B = (: 1 ::) We have 
1>" "'. "'" A'.~ T"(b,,)P,,AT,,(b)T,,(b,,) ~ T"(b,,)P,, C :D T"(b)T,, (b,,) ~ T,,(b,,) 
( : : :) T,,(b)T,,(b,,) ~ (: : :) T,,(b)T,,(b,,) ~ (: : :) T,,(b,,) ~ (: : :) 
() 0 0 000 000 000 
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and 8':= T31(b:JZ)T:;lI(b)BP12TI3(b13) = T31 Cb:!2)T21 (b) (: : ::) TI3 (b 13 ) = 
., ... , b", 
T"lb"JT"lb) (: : :) ~ T"I/o,) (: : :) ~ (: : :) If" ~ 0, 
0"1>;,, • "'" b" • 0 b:., • 
::~:,::,:~:, :d~:;:~,):,7~ w(: ::,~)bY ::n~~~ ~'1(1:): I~:+~):'~::::: 
00 b" 1 1 II,., 
U ~ (: : :} ,nd A'T"I/o,) -U M,d T,,(b,,)B' - U- ' hleonitooI M,IZ,) TI"t 
is, A'T3Z(b:Jd J!.. Tdb3dB'. This implies A' <-4 8', which in turn implies A .... B by 
LemmaA.l(2). (" , ''') (' , ") Subcase 2: B = 0 b on . \Ve have Al := APlz = 1 0 0 and 
I>J, h2 b;n 000 
B\:=PI2B = a 0 b" . ByLemmaA.l(2),tos!JowA ..... Bitsufficcstoshow (' , "') 
OJ! bo. b,.. 
AI .... HI 
(1) If &::3 = li31 = 0, then AJ ..... BI by Lemma A,7 
(2) Supp= "" ~ 0 ,nd b" ~ J. Then B, ~ C , ') o 0" . Let U- 1 = 
b;" bll (" , ) (' , ") (' . ') (' "") o 0" and V - I = 0 1 b,. . Then U = • 1 0 and V = 0 1 b" 
I 0,.+1 I>,,:, 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
It call be checked that Al }!.. Bl if a = 1 and that T13(b:!J)A\ ~ 8\T13 (b33 ) if a = O. 
Hence AI ..... Bl by Lemma A,J(2). 
(3) Suppose bz3 = 1 and b:JI = 0 As seen in (2), Ai ...... Bf, SO Al .... BI by 
LemmaA.l(l). 
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(4) Suppose bz:.J = 1 and b:Jl = L Then 8 1 = (: : b:'). If a = 1, then 
11>" ... 
Tyl(1)B1 = (: : b:') Hond A j T32 (1) = AI; so as done in (3), AJT32(1) ..... 
01>" • 
Tdl)BJ, showingA\ <-> BI. Ifb= 1, thcllBJTdl) = (: : b~') and Tdl)Al = 
11>" • 
::; ~(: do;" :::)(2)' ::~)~'b,~+B::':(:::~::;I"g :"~'~UB~ l(f:: b:)~ o~ t~~': 
1 t." b,;, 001 
and, moreover, Al l!. E I _ Hence in subcase 2, \ve have proved AI ..... E I · 
'h"~~~ 3[, ::k::, :":"::~:: f~ll:m":' ,::::~, :',":k{,~:, : (~ r5 
B, ~ G : :) wh"eb,o E ~ Le, U ~ G : :) with U- ' ~ G : :) 
Then A ..... n follo"''!; frOIll the facts that 13T31(1) !!... T31(1)81, T13 (1)hT31 (1) /:!.. 
T3\(1)B2Td1), and 13Tn(c)T3J(1)!!. T3)(1)Tdc)B3. 
Lemma A.10 Let A, B E Mn+1(Zz) and suppose Mn(Zz) satisfies the GM-condition 
Ifrallk(A):S nand ra.nk(B) :S n, then A ..... B in Mn+I(Zz). (, ") . Proof. By Lemma A.l(2) , we can assume that A = 0 0 With 8 :S nand 
(" ") rank(B) :S 11. There exist units P and Q of M,,+l(lq) such that PDQ = 0 0 
(" ") (" ') '(" ') whcrc k :0::; n. Hence PE = 0 0 Q _ l = 0 0 and AP- = 0 0 , where 
Ai> Dl E M .. (Z2). Since MI .. (lq) satisfies the GM-condition, therc is a unit Ul of 
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u u (u,,) Mn(Zz) such that Al ~ BI · Hence A ..... B when~ U = 0 1 . 
Lemma A.ll For a, b E l,z, 12 .... (: :) and 12 .... (: :) in M z(Zz) 
Proof. Let B = (: :). To show 12 ..... B we can assume that B = (~ :) where 
s:5: 2 by Lemma A.1(2) , and so 12 J!.. B where U = (~ :} Moroovcr, l~ J!.. (: :) 
WhUWU =(::) 
Example A.12 Mt (Z:!) satisfies the GM-condition 
Proof. Let A, B E Mt (Zz). We need to show that A ..... 8. In view of Example A.9 
and Lemma A.lO, I'm can assume that either rank(A) = 4 or rank(S) = 4. Without 
loss of generality \\'e assume that rank(A) = 4. Dy Remark A.3, we may further 
assume A = 14 ami B is olle of the following matrices: 
("0") (""') ("") H I = ObOO 8 2 = ObOO B3 = a 0 00 < 0 0 00 1 0 1 
000 d 00 < dOd 
(
"' 0 ') ("") 
00 I 0 0 0 
8 4 = 000 1 ,B~ = 0 l' 
o dad 
where a,b,c,d E Zz. By Lenuu8 A.11, there exist units PI, Pz of Mz(Zz ) such that 
1211 (: :) and 12 !3. (~ :) in Mz(Zz ). It follows that 1.1 t. 8 1 where P = 
(~ ~) hi"imiiacto_d",A _ B,wh,,," = LLetU, = (i ' : }u,= 
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(' , , ') (" " " ') (' , , ') : : ,U3 = U4 = :::: U5 = : : 
1000 1000 0001 
To verify A ...... B2 , we can MSUlue d = O. \Ve see that 
rollo~. ('""') ("") ("'"') 1 1 0 0 I 0 0 u " 0 0 Because /~T21(b)Tdl) = Tn(l) = ::l 
00 0 0 0 00 1 
00) I 0 I 00 c d ("'" ") "" " = Td l ) = TI2(1)T21(b)B3, we see 14 ..... B3 0001 
00 0 d ('""") (' 0100 0 Because 14Tdd)Td1) = T42 (1) = 0010 0 
00 J I 0 
") ("""') o £t 00 0 o 00 0 1 
lOb 0- 1 0 ("" ") 0010 = T42(1) = Tdl)T43(d)B4, we have 14 ..... B4. 0001 
o b c 0 
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("" ') (" " ') 0100 0100 Finally, 14 ..... B~, since 14T41(1)T43(d) = T43(d) = 0010 0010 
1001 10 d 1 (' , "") ("'"") u 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 ::::..\ = T43(d) = Tdd)T41{l)B~ o 0 01 0 0 0 I 
a 6-1 cO" b - l cd 
o 
Exa mple A.13 Ms(lq) satisfies the GM-condition. 
Proof. Let A, BE Ms(lq). We need to show that A ..... 8. In view of Example A.12 
and Lemma A.to, we can assume that either rank(A) = 5 or rank(B) = 5. Without 
loss of generality we assume that rallk(A) = 5. By Remark A.3, we may further 
assume A = I and B is one of the following matrices 
[" "" "") [" "" "") [" "" "") o 00 0 bOO 0 0 bOO 0 8 1 = 0 0 " 0 0 , 8 2 = (I 0 cOO ,83 = 0 0 0 I 0 , 
o dO 00001 00001 
00 0 o. 000 d. 00. d" 
rOO""~) [",""OJ ['''"") 00100 00100 ,,000 8 4 = 0 0 0 1 0 8 5 = 0 b " 0 0 , B6 = 0 0 0 I 0 , 0000 I 00001 0000 I 
Ode 000 d. 0 (I c • 
where a,b,c,d,e E lq. By Lemma A.ll and Example A.9, there exists a unit U\ of 
M2(Z:!) and a unit U2 ofMa(lql such that 12 !:l (: :) and 13!!1 (: : :). It fot-
"" . 
lows that J~ 2. BI where U = (u, "). It is similar lO see that h +-t Bi for i = 2,3, 
, u, 
33 
To verify h ..... B~ , we fir5t assume c = 1. Then there is a unit P of M~ ( Z:! ) 
such that PB5P- l == (: :) where X = (: :) and Y = (: : ~), and we 
"' . 
see that [ 5 ..... PB5P- 1 by arguing as in proving 15 .... B i · So by LenUlIR A.l (2), 
h = p - l/sP .... P-l(PB5P- I)p = 8 5. Hence, we Cfln 8.SSumc that c= O. Then I'.'l! 
::""""' ~ [ J""'{ + [:'J 
T~(' ) [~ " , : ~) = TM(, )T"(l)B,, w I, - B, [ol1ow>, To ",;[y I, - Bo, 
l'iC can assume b = O. Then h t-+ 8 6 follows from the fo.ct that hT51(1)T~(e) = 
[" " " ") [" """) ["'" 00) [" '" "") 01000 01000 a 000 a 000 o 0 I 0 0 T[,4(e) = 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 I 0 = TM(e) 0 0 0 1 0 = 00010 00 () I 0 0000 1 00001 
10001 100" I 0 0 0 d " 
TM(e)T~I(1)B6. The proof is completed. 0 
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